Through the DARRK Side of Life
By Erik Michael Younge
In October, the Philadelphia Ethical Society presented an excellent Sunday forum –The Uses of Humor, led by
PES Leader Hugh Taft Morales. He stated, “Even during the darkest of times, human beings have relied on
humor to relieve them of the horror all around them so they can better survive.”
African-Americans have developed a unique brand of BLACK COMEDY/HUMOR as a tool against the horrors of
slavery, jim crow, and racist discrimination during the past 400 years. Slaves were considered “inherently
inferior”, “childish”, incapable of complex human thought, spirit and culturally simple - instinctively amusing
and clever, “like monkeys and chimps”. All slave talent was for the amusement of white slavers. Blacks were
permanent jesters.
Black humor had the blessing/curse of always having to be “double conscious”. Against the disease of
systemic and individual racism, Black humor helped provide release, relief, comfort and healing. Minstrel
shows developed in the early 19th century - first performed by whites in blackface, later by Black people in
blackface??- that lampooned Black folks as “dim-witted, lazy, buffoonish, superstitious and happy-go-lucky”.
The creative genius of the Black comedians during and after the Civil Rights Movement helped to bring about a
revolution: edgy, racially challenging, thought-provoking, sometimes too truthful. Racial jokes upped the
game. Like this one from Redd Foxx , “Black guys can’t and shouldn’t ever whistle…never ever whistle. Why?
Our lips are too black and too big.” Laughter! “Look at Emmitt!”
The brilliant Dick Gregory titled his 1964 autobiography ‘nigger’, and added this dedication, “Dear Momma –
Wherever you are, if you ever hear the word ‘nigger’ again, remember they are advertising my book.”
Give a listen to Moms Mabley, Pigmeat Markham, Richard Pryor, Flip Wilson, Paul Mooney for belly-laughing
humor with that ‘double conscious” humor sensibility.
I remember the brilliant 1969 film ‘Watermelon Man’, where the great Godfrey Cambridge played an
obnoxious white bigot who changes into a Black man overnight and tries to find humanity and his inner worth.
In 2003, the debut episode of The Chappelle Show featured a satirical spoof, Clayton Bigsby, about a blind
Black man who is not aware he is Black and joins the white racist klan. It shows the absurdity of overt racism
using the weapon of humor against it like no other satire before.
Today, humor giants like Chris Rock, Wanda Sykes, and Eddie Murphy continue to shine with edgy racial
humor. It is not for everyone. It can seem truly offensive and negative to non-Blacks.
But what I will label as DARRK HUMOR, the double conscious culture is unique in that it can and has served as
an effective weapon, a remedy against overt daily racist ideas and a reaffirmation of our inherent worth, our
humanity. African-Americans use it to stay sane, centered, and to resist violent rage and mindless violence in
response to daily oppression.
So when it looks bleak and hopeless, remember to always look through the DARRK Side of life!

